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Abstract

Remote scientific visualization, where rendering services are provided by larger scale systems than are available

on the desktop, are becoming increasingly important as dataset sizes increase beyond the capabilities of desktop

workstations. Uptake of such services relies on access to suitable visualization applications and the ability to view

the resulting visualization in a convenient form. We apply five rules from the e-Science community to meet these

goals with the porting of a commercial visualization package to a large scale system and the integration of this

code with the Access Grid. Example use cases from Materials Science are considered.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.2 [Computer Graphics]: Distributed/network

graphics

1. Introduction

Two issues are becoming overwhelmingly important within

certain scientific research fields that need to be addressed.

The first issue is that data is being produced by scientific in-

strumentation and in silica experiments, which are increas-

ing in size far faster than system capacity can cope. The re-

sulting datasets are overwhelming current top-of the range

graphics cards and even high-end visualization workstations.

Data volumes that need to be understood are routinely in the

order of 100’s of gigabytes to terabytes depending on acqui-

sition fidelity and whether time-series data is captured.

The second issue is that of data location, as it is becom-

ing rare for the researcher to be co-located with their large

datasets. Computational and scientific instruments are now

often scattered across the globe. The problem of data trans-

mission then becomes another bottleneck, with at times the

most efficient form of data recovery being the transportation

physically of terabytes using usb hard-drives.

This paper attempts to discuss the implementation of an

informed solution using non-GPU parallel visualization soft-

ware, networked computer graphics techniques and optional

video conferencing transmission. Over the last decade there

has been the introduction of a new philosophy based on e-

Science. This has been applied to the data creation, storage,

transmission and manipulation process and recently through,

what is now termed, as the fourth paradigm [HTT09]. This

offers a few guidelines that we believe can and should be

applied to the data visualization process.

The following section describes the key GPU/CPU limita-

tions, and lists some prior work as well as possible solutions.

Section 2 then describes some of the guidelines proposed

from the UK e-Science program, which, although not spe-

cific for remote visualization, we believe could be consid-

ered beneficial for any large research based software devel-

opment project that is considering to provide a visualization

service element. A new visualization system, in the form of

software ported to a Cray XT4 supercomputer, is described

in detail in section 3. Finally section 4 looks at initial results

and considers future work.

1.1. Project Summary

The visualization of large datasets has become a bottleneck

in applications where validation of results, or data acquisi-

tion from scientific equipment and in silica experiments, is

required at an early stage. Such validation would allow cor-

rectness of methods (such as the set up of a physical ex-

periment) to be determined prior to further computational or

imaging-machine resources being spent. Datasets are being

produced by such experiments that are too large to be vi-

sualized on modern GPU technology due to limitations on

memory available even in modern workstations.

One solution is to distribute rendering to a cluster of work-
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stations with a final compositing step used to form a com-

plete image from the partial images produced on the clus-

ter [MCEF94]. In this case the bottleneck is moved to that

of transferring the dataset from the acquisition or simulation

hardware to the visualization system.

In the case of simulation code running on supercomputers

it is possible to move the visualization code to the super-

computer [MRG∗08] or to add visualization capabilities to

the simulation code [MZM∗08]. In this latter case each pro-

cess taking part in the simulation performs as a final step the

rendering of its domain of data using raycasting. The final

image is formed by a gather and composite of each partial

image. This technique has the advantage of removing any

dependency on third-party visualization software and possi-

bly the need to write data to disk (apart from the final im-

age), but is restricted to a particular visualization technique

and lacks the ability to perform explorative visualization af-

ter the simulation has finished. In both cases rendering is of-

ten performed in software on the CPU in the absence of any

GPU hardware on such systems. While this results in long

render times, often purely in a batch process rather than as

an interactive application, it does allow the large core counts

and distributed memory of such systems to be utilised in or-

der to render large datasets.

1.2. A Critical Problem and workflow for Materials

Science Users

To clarify, specific examples are presented that considers the

volume datasets acquired from a new range of X-ray imag-

ing technologies. These include those incorporated within

the Diamond Light Source, the third generation synchrotron

light source facility run by STFC (currently with a focus

on the I12 JEEP, Joint Engineering, Environmental and Pro-

cessing beamline), and local facilities available at the Uni-

versity of Manchester (Henry Moseley X-ray Imaging Facil-

ity sited in the Materials Science Centre). Some of the most

advanced facilities are now designed to generate volume

datasets for a variety of engineering purposes in the order

of 128Gb per time-step (4K3 ×16 bits). Figure 1 shows im-

ages representing the data workflow from a biological sam-

ple that is physically scanned on two X-Ray CT (Computer

Tomography) machines each creating unique sets of 2D ra-

diographs. These can be reconstructed into a 3D voxel vol-

ume that in turn can be segmented and visualized in qualita-

tive and quantitative ways. Current generation of these facili-

ties, in popular use, create volume sizes of 1283 to 5123 vox-

els on a regular basis. The next generation of experimental

machines currently being deployed are producing results up

to 2K3 and are able to produce data scans over multiple time

steps. The next generation of machines being constructed,

including systems at the Diamond Light Source, are speci-

fied up to 4K3 with 16 bits per voxel, thus requiring 128GB

per scan per time step. Larger scale systems are available,

but often have a longer capture time.

1.3. Prior development work: Remote Visualization

There have been numerous attempts to build visualization

clusters both local to certain facilities as well as remote

to allow researchers to analyse their data. Remote visual-

ization to be useful requires an efficient parallel distribu-

tion of the data coupled with a parallel image composit-

ing system, all preferably running at interactive rates. Since

1999 Research Computing Services, at the University of

Manchester, has developed various parallel GPU and CPU

solutions (http://www.rcs.manchester.ac.uk/). The NGS (Na-

tional Grid Service, http://www.ngs.ac.uk) also has a visual-

ization service at a national level [NSF08].

Figures 2 and 3 demonstrate the practicality of a small

scalable system that can be used as a visualization service. It

should be noted that even small systems can encounter data

transmission issues. Timing results for the file reader mod-

ule on a shared-memory multiple processor system reading

a 5123 volume data set across multiple processing elements

are shown in figure 4. The yellow line on the graph shows the

linear speed-up for isosurface calculation alone, which is as

expected. Unfortunately, the red line indicates that the per-

formance for file reading very quickly becomes saturated as

there is only a single file service and this then dominates any

speed advantage. The combined performance is indicated by

the blue line.

To summarise there is a growing need for future visual-

ization services, but also an indication that the data size may

be an overriding issue when specifying a new system. Be-

fore considering a possible solution and discussing the port

of software to enable this, we next consider some guideline

rules introduced to aid large scale computational research

projects.

2. Jim’s Laws possible application to Remote Scientific

Visualization

Jim Gray formulated several informal rules or laws that are

designed to codify how to approach data engineering chal-

lenges related to large-scale scientific datasets. They are

specifically designed from the experiences from managing

projects within the UK e-Science program and are sum-

marised in a later article by Szaley and Blakely as follows

[SB09]:

Data Intensive Scientific computing is becoming increas-

ingly data intensive and moving away from computation-

ally intensive in terms of resource requirements. This fol-

lows from cases where we can collate huge quantities of

data to even those computational tasks which then can

produce huge quantities of data. It is proposed that data

management is becoming a more complex problem than

computation management.

“scale-out” architecture The solution is in always having

a system that can scale preferably in a linear manner. This
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Figure 1: An illustrative workflow from source to scanner and then data transfer to a remote high-end visualization workstation

is shown. In this case the sample scanned is a fly trapped, and being dissolved, within a Venus fly-trap, which has been scanned

using both an Xradia MicroXCT and a Xradia nanoXCT machines. The reconstructed volume used custom multi-threaded

software and was then subsequently visualized on a specialist large memory footprint workstation.

automatically removes a future hurdle which would im-

pose limits to the data or computational size that can be

exploited. A linear scale may not be possible, and could

be considered quite rare, but keeping the computation and

order of system complexity polynomial is considered es-

sential for managing any large system that plans on ex-

panding. The rule indicates that all systems should inher-

ently be designed so they can expand.

Computations to the data Bring the computational prob-

lem to the data, rather than transferring the data to the

computation processor. It is perceived that for large prob-

lems the size of the program is always smaller than the

data and even if the computational processors are slower

at the data location this is still likely to be a faster op-

tion than moving the data. It also removes or simplifies

an issue of data confidentiality as the data remains at an

approved location.

Ask “20 queries” Start the design with asking 20 questions

from the researchers. The rule of twenty comes from the

fact that a small number of questions, will not be enough

to extract a broad picture, whereas a large number will

dilute the focus; therefore 20 has been taken as a sensible

rule-of-thumb.

Working solutions Always go from a working solution to a

working solution at every iteration of development. This is

especially important when creating applications that need

to scale-up.

Considering these points and the up and coming user

needs we embarked upon porting a full visualization system

where the data will reside, that can scale-out and act in the

same memory space. The following section describes some

of the implementation details involved as well as the paral-

lelism choices made.

3. Visualization Software

In order to provide large dataset visualization facilities this

project has taken the approach of porting an existing vi-

sualization code to HECToR, the UK national supercom-

Figure 4: The yellow line shows the performance for isosur-

face calculation alone, and indicates a linear speedup as ex-

pected. As also expected in this shared memory system using

a single file server, the red line that shows the performance

for file reading saturates after about eight nodes. This drop

in performance dominates very quickly any speed advantage

(as shown in the combined blue line).

puter service (http://www.hector.ac.uk/). This is a Cray XT4

system providing 22,656 cores (as 5664 quad-cores) and

43.5TB of distributed memory. No GPU hardware is avail-

able and so rendering is performed in software using the

MesaGL [Mes10] software implementation of OpenGL.

Typically parallel codes are written using MPI [MPI09] to

distribute computation across the system. The HECToR sys-

tem imposes the restriction that each quad-core chip has ac-

cess to at most 8GB of memory. Hence if four MPI processes

are running on one of the quad-core chips each MPI process

has access to only 2GB of memory. If a process requires

more memory the utilization of the cores can be reduced so

that, for example, a single MPI process runs on a quad-core

chip allowing that single process access to the entire 8GB of

memory. However this results in an increase in the number

of nodes required by the MPI job.

The existing visualization code comprises a number of

components. The main application is AVS/Express, a com-
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Figure 2: Illustrating the DDR system on a shared memory multiple GPU system employing a non-parallel file reader, and then

parallel volume cropping and isosurface modules to form a visualization network using 20 DDR MPI processes. Usually the

20 sub-images are not displayed but, in this case, all images are shown as well as the final composited image that is visible at

the top right. The network shown on the left is the visual programming interface for AVS/Express, which shows how relatively

simple a parallel rendering application can be constructed by a non-technical user.

Figure 3: Multiple screen shot of a five node visualization system that is in use as a local service for the University of Manch-

ester. This is installed on a HP Scalable Visualization Array cluster composed of five x86 64 Xeon processors (currently 10

cores). This renders at interactive rates datasets up to 8-16Gb. The window shown on the left is the only one the user sees,

which in this case is currently displaying a composited image from the raycasting volume rendering processes running in par-

allel on four different cluster nodes (right). The transmission of these four ParaComp framelets is over a dedicated InfiniBand

network, that achieves effective real-time performance of about 20 fps.

mercial visualization application developed by AVS Inc.

(http://www.avs.com). This is a visual-programming appli-

cation where the user connects modules together to form a

visualization pipeline [HM90], the final result of executing

the pipeline with an input dataset being a rendered image.

The Distributed Data Renderer (DDR) version of

this product, developed from the Parallel Edition

(http://www.avs.com/software/soft_t/parallel_edition.html)

is able to render data on distributed compute nodes where no

GPU hardware is available. In essence, data is distributed to

a number of compute processes (via MPI) which perform a
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mapping of the data to geometry by executing some chosen

visualization algorithm (e.g., isosurfacing). Geometry is

then passed to a companion MPI process which renders its

small sub-volume of the overall dataset. Each rendering

process produces a rendered image of its sub-volume.

These images are then composited together using a parallel

compositing library, forming a final complete image of

the dataset for the user to view. This type of rendering is

referred to as sort-last rendering [MCEF94] and allows

much larger datasets to be rendered than could be handled

by a single GPU, or indeed a single CPU. Similar work has

been carried out on the HPCx national service [Bet09].

The flexibility of this type of system is that special con-

sideration can be given to certain stages of the visualization

pipeline. In particular parallel file reading modules can make

use of the parallel filesystem on HECToR. This is essen-

tial for the scalability of the proposed system as initial tests

have shown that dataset I/O is the limiting factor rather than

the actual visualization techniques. Rendering modules may

also make use of multiple cores available to an individual

MPI process, allowing a mixed-mode implementation using

MPI and OpenMP [CMDK00].

AVS/Express allows specific visualization techniques to

be composed as an application (or network in its terminol-

ogy). Such applications can be used as batch rendering jobs

where the user simply supplies the dataset to be rendered and

the number of processes to use for rendering. Alternatively

the application can be used interactively allowing the user

to manipulate visualization parameters and see the resulting

changes to the visualization.

The HECToR system, like many supercomputer systems,

distinguishes between login nodes and compute nodes. The

key differences from our perspective are that interactive ap-

plications that rely on an X11 user interface can only be exe-

cuted on the login nodes and that MPI jobs can only be exe-

cuted on the backend compute nodes. In both cases jobs must

be submitted to the system via the batch queueing mech-

anism. These distinctions mean that the AVS/Express user

interface (referred to as simply express from now on) must

be run on the login node but the parallel compute and ren-

dering processes must be run on the compute nodes. Prior

to this project express had to be run as part of the MPI job,

it being assigned MPI rank 0. Express could then communi-

cate with the compute and rendering process via MPI. As the

user interacted with the visualization network, for example

changing an isosurface level, these changes would be propa-

gated to the compute processes.

To remove the need for express to be part of the MPI

job, an MPI impostor library has been developed. The ex-

press application is linked against this version of MPI rather

than the hardware vendor’s MPI library. The impostor li-

brary does not make real MPI function calls and so removes

the need for express to be launched by the MPI job launcher

(aprun on the Cray). Instead it packages together a token

representing an MPI function that express has called (e.g.,

MPI_Send()) and any arguments that the function requires

(e.g., the MPI communicator and tag) and passes them to a

new rank 0 MPI process running on one of the backend com-

pute nodes (recall rank 0 was previously the main express

user interface executable). This communication is performed

via a socket opened between express the MPI rank 0 pro-

cess. The new rank 0 process receives tokens (and function

arguments) from express and calls the vendor’s correspond-

ing version of that MPI function (e.g., it receives a token for

MPI_Send() and so calls the Cray MPI_Send() function with

the supplied arguments). Any results from the real MPI func-

tion call are sent back to express via the socket. Hence ex-

press on the login node is unaware that its MPI function calls

are actually being made by a proxy on one of the compute

nodes. The standard compute and rendering MPI processes

running on the compute nodes will communicate with the

rank 0 proxy. Those processes are not aware they are com-

municating with a proxy, they simply assume rank 0 is the

express process. The advantage of this method is that AVS

modules written for the parallel version do not need to be

re-written to remove MPI functions.

The existing AVS/Express DDR product uses the open

source paracomp compositing library [Par10]. This library

has several useful features including the ability to composite

non-fullscreen framelet images which increases the scalabil-

ity of the compositor by reducing the number of pixels sent

over the network between the processes taking part in com-

positing. It also supports various networking technologies

including Ethernet and InfiniBand. It does not, however, pro-

vide an MPI communication layer which makes it unsuitable

for use the the Cray system. This is because it requires, in ad-

vance, the hostnames of all the nodes taking part in the com-

positing operation. The batch scheduling system will decide

on which physical nodes a job will run and so the hostnames

are not known in advance. To overcome this limitation an im-

plementation of 2-3 Swap Composting [YWM08] has been

developed. This uses MPI to send rendered images between

the compositing processes in a scalable manner.

3.1. Video Dissemination System

There has always been a need for distributing remote visu-

alization [HK07] to a wider audience. The current prefer-

ence used is the Access Grid video conferencing system as

it is an open source multi-video and audio streaming sys-

tem, which over the last few year is now integrated and used

within hundreds of educational establishments around the

world. The system is more than a basic video conferenc-

ing system allowing sharing and transmission of different

data types. This allows for the creation of third party servers

including a project called ViCoVRE (Video Conversion for

Virtual Research Environment), which allows any computer

generated stream of images to be converted on the fly into the
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Figure 5: Video dissemination of remote visualization streams using the ViCoVRE web-server. Two different visualization ma-

chines were connected to the ViCoVRE server that automatically converts the image data into two high quality video feeds.

These were directed into a Virtual Venue that is then viewable from any Access Grid node in the world.

Access Grid system. This also allows streams to be recorded

and annotated as required.

Figure 5 shows multiple transmission of two remote sci-

entific visualization streams played through a single Vi-

CoVRE web-server and then both output streams being

transmitted to the same Access Grid Virtual Venue. The two

streams show respectfully, a rotating volume visualization of

The Visible Human Project r©, female dataset, and an ani-

mated streamline simulation showing air flow over a blunt-

fin geometrical shape. These represent two standard visual-

ization techniques that are used to aid in the visual analysis

process.

4. Results and Analysis

This visualization application is available to all users of

HECToR. It integrates with the Cray XT4’s parallel file sys-

tem that enables the efficient transfer of data from local file

store to processors prior to computation.

A large run has involved 256 MPI processes, split evenly

between 127 compute processes and 127 rendering pro-

cesses with as described in the installation 1 proxy process

and 1 rank-placement helper process. This setup distributes a

large 351Gb dataset to be volume rendered using raycasting,

composited and then transmitted to the researcher at between

3–5 fps.

There are some issues that need to be considered:

• The dataset needs to be locally accessible to the Cray

XT4. This means if it has not been created on the Cray

XT4 directly it has to be first transferred to the system.

Even with very fast networks, the speed of light, means

transmitting large datasets across the globe is always go-

ing to a problem. If the data is not local to a specific su-

percomputer, the solution may be to port the visualization

code to a nearer supercomputer.

• Cray has developed an efficient parallel file system en-

abling all 127 processors to read sections of the same file.

Even this required a few minutes to read the code, syn-

chronise the MPI processes and then read in the 127 slices

from the 351 GB raw dataset before interactive visualiza-

tion could occur.

• Interaction remote visualization was limited to 3–4 fps

which is acceptable, but users do require practice. Due to

the fact the code is software rendering rather than hard-

ware rendering true interactive rates are unlikely to be

realised but this has not been considered an essential re-

quirement. Although real-time rates were not achievable,

network analysis indicates the main latency is at the fi-

nal image transmission stage from the Cray XT4 in Edin-

burgh, to the researchers in Manchester.

• The Cray XT4 uses a batch system for running jobs and it

may not schedule the interactive job at a convenient time

for the user. The Cray XT4 was not specifically designed

for interactive use, but within the code there is a batch

mode that runs a pre-defined visualization network that

can be used instead. The advantage of interactivity is that

data exploration can occur and decisions made while run-

ning the job.

Although there are disadvantages to running this system

on HECToR we should remind ourselves of the clear advan-

tages available:

• This may be the only time that the researcher can explore

the complete dataset in near real time without downsam-

pling or considering intelligent pre-processing stages. The

data does not now need to be moved from the supercom-

puter it was created from.

• Verification and more precise visual quantitative analysis
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can take place on the complete dataset rather than on a

subset of the data.

• Complete dataset high-resolution imagery is producible

for dissemination purposes. This is limited as the maxi-

mum image resolution using MesaGL on the current in-

stallation is 4K2.

Scientific Visualization is not in itself a large e-Science

project, but is often a component within one of these

projects. We have shown here most of the software develop-

ment elements, which have required us to go through similar

processes when it comes to data management. With respect

to the five informal rules the key ones of data management

and maintaining local computation have been considered,

but there are still local key data movements that go against

the rules. The system works and scales to a level that is re-

quired by the current users, but has not yet been fully tested

beyond this level.

Currently remote visualization users do not appear to be

requiring the next level of peta-scale computing. There are

no systems being proposed for the petabyte community,

without some form of prior data mining operation for ex-

ample, and there are no systems being considered for the

100,000+ CPU display architectures as screen projection

systems are still limited even in multi-projector systems to

less than 100 million pixels, a comparable scale to the hu-

man visual system. This may indicate that there is an up-

per bound on a scientific visualization system, but there is

a growing move to add HPC computation within the visual-

ization network and therefore closer integration is inevitable

and future demands will grow.
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